A major issue in effective information retrieval is the problem of vocabulary mismatches. The method called query expansion addresses this issue by reformulating each search query with additional terms that better define the information needs of the user. Many researchers have contributed to improving the accuracy of information retrieval systems, through different approaches to query expansion. In this article, we primarily discuss statistical query expansion approaches that include document analysis, search and browse log analyses, and web knowledge analyses. In addition to proposing a comprehensive classification for these approaches, we also briefly analyse the pros and cons of each technique. Finally, we evaluate these techniques using five functional features and experimental settings such as TREC collection and results of performance metrics. An in-depth survey of different statistical query expansion approaches suggests that the selection of the best approach depends on the type of search query, the nature and availability of data resources, and performance efficiency requirements.
Introduction
With the explosion of data on the World Wide Web (WWW), the efficient retrieval of information is increasingly gaining in importance. Most information retrieval (IR) systems typically rely on query and document keyword matching, in order to search over huge amounts of Web data, examples being famous search engines such as Google, Bing or Yahoo. These keyword matching-based IR systems, however, are not effective in several circumstances: (1) when a search query contains only two or three keywords, (2) when the keywords cannot precisely capture the searcher's intent, (3) when metadata or corpus (document collection) features are not exploited in the retrieval, and (4) when user search pattern over the Web is not monitored.
Several efforts have been made within the research community to improve the effectiveness of IR systems, including the use of relevance feedback and query refinement. These B Muhammad Ahsan Raza ahsan_0136@yahoo.com 1 Faculty of Computer Systems and Software Engineering, Universiti Malaysia Pahang, Kuantan, Malaysia approaches rely on the searcher giving feedback to expand the original query, by adding more relevant keywords, or suggesting additional appropriate keywords. Problems arising with these simple techniques include a vocabulary mismatch issue: the searcher's query terms may not be matched with those of the corpus; or a searcher's unwillingness to give feedback, arising since most searchers expect the IR system to retrieve a result automatically without needing to provide additional searcher expertise.
To deal with these issues, one of the most promising and successful approaches, Query Expansion (QE), has emerged in recent years. QE takes the searcher query as input, processes it to obtain additional terms related to query terms and user intent, and finally merges the original plus selected additional terms, in order to expand the query. IR systems cannot always expect a user to formulate a query that accurately describes the exact information needed. Common problems with user queries include (1) an overly brief query, and (2) the inherent ambiguity of natural language. In particular, searchers supply two or three query terms on average [1] , which is a very low number. These short queries are more prevalent in internet searches and are the root cause of the vocabulary mismatch problem: query terms do not match with corpus terms. It is possible that applying the QE approach to searcher queries will convert a short and inaccurate query into a perfect query-a query which will retrieve significantly more relevant documents than will the original query. In recent years, many researchers have developed advanced QE strategies that incorporate classical QE approaches with natural language or machine learning techniques. Most of these advanced strategies used Text Retrieval Conference (TREC) dataset as a test bed for their experimental settings, and have obtained positive retrieval results. Notable efforts, by the TREC community towards the creation of evaluation results, have been exploited by many researchers in the QE field to verify the resulting improvements in information retrieval.
The availability of QE approaches has played a major role in the improved efficiency of IR systems. Some review work about these methods has been carried out, for instance Rivas et al. [2] have analysed classical query expansion techniques, and concluded that using these techniques in combination can greatly enhance the retrieval performance. Bhogal et al. [3] have given a comprehensive study on one specific category of QE, namely Semantic QE. A brief survey of automatic query expansion techniques is in [4] , focussing on linguistic, corpus specific, query specific, search log-based and web data-based techniques. The survey has also addressed other issues related to automatic query expansion. Query expansion techniques based on ontology have been discussed in [5] , which also suggests that ontology can help QE to obtain better sets of expansion terms. However, no extensive study is available solely for statistically based QE approaches. Because of its strong mathematical foundation, a complete study of this QE category is needed. Our paper focuses primarily on a comprehensive study of classical and advanced statistical approaches to QE, makes a classification and comparison of these methods, and discusses the resulting improvements in document retrieval.
The rest of this paper has the following sections. Section 2 discusses the classification of existing and advanced QE approaches. In Sect. 3 we describe and provide a broad taxonomy of different statistical QE methods. Then, in Sect. 4 we discuss the comparison and analysis of statistical QE approaches. Section 5 addresses some research directions for SQE, and the last section deals with conclusions.
Related approaches
The role of QE is very important for effective information retrieval, and in dealing with the obstacle of vocabulary mismatch. The researcher community has proposed a number of solutions based on different types of QE procedures. These approaches can be broken down in two main types: Manual and Automatic. Each type can then be classified further into groups based on the orientation of their expansion framework: statistical or semantic, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this section we provide a brief overview of the main dimensions of QE methods.
Manual approaches
The central aspect of manual QE is the use of the searcher's own strategy to expand the initial query. The searcher expands the query either by using knowledge about the IR system paradigm, or by using heuristics and policies at a certain stage of the search. Thus, manual QE approaches can be described as both Boolean operator based and Expert based.
In Boolean operator-based QE, firstly, the searcher writes specific terms into the initial query that satisfy certain information needs. In the second step, the searcher identifies concepts from the initial results and joins such concepts using Boolean operators: OR and AND. For instance, for the need of general information, the searcher joins concepts into a combined expression using the OR operator, while for a specific information requirement, concepts are joined by the AND operator, as shown in Eqs. 1 and 2, respectively. The searcher may also use the above equations alternately in each sub-search, depending on the results, which searcher wants to obtain.
Retrieval of relevant information from a large and diverse pool of data, using Boolean operators, can be very complicated and time consuming. A search query can be expanded in a better way using an expert's knowledge, instead of simply applying Boolean operators. An expert-based QE procedure employs the searcher's own heuristics, along with policies to expand subsequent queries. In different search situations, experts may use different tactics for expanding the initial query, in order to obtain useful and relevant results.
Automatic approaches
In an automatic QE approach, the whole mechanism of expansion, for instance, finding the set of expansion terms, selecting more related terms from the expansion set, assigning a weight to each term and finally formulating an expanded query based on the assigned weights, is performed by the system usually without, or with minimal, searcher involvement. The massive literature on automatic QE can be classified into three categories based on analysis of document corpora (referred as the statistical approach) or knowledge structures (referred as the semantic approach) or both (referred as a hybrid approach).
Statistical query expansion approaches
The statistical query expansion (SQE) approach focuses on the analysis of document corpora that can be either a collection of web documents, search and browse history documents, or text documents. The idea is to apply statistical or probabilistic method to the content of documents in order to mine term × term association or term × query association. Such association is then used to identify the expansion terms for the searcher's query.
One important advantage of the SQE approach is that it minimizes the problem of topic drift: mean drifting to other topics than the main query. During QE process, it is possible that irrelevant terms may be added as expansion terms. These irrelevant terms skew the final results away from the real searcher benefits. Many studies have shown positive results for the statistical QE approach. Seven different versions of QE have been developed and compared under the categories of lexical, statistical and content-based methods in [6] . This research has indicated good performance of the statistical method as compared to others. Two versions of QE, namely statistical and semantic, have been compared in [7] by using a social media data repository and have concluded that first approach outperforms the latter one. The main drawback of the SQE approach is it may have more relevance to document collection rather than to the searcher's query. Indeed, recent studies have highlighted that in the SQE method terms are ranked based on a document database, without considering the relevance of the searcher's query or intent [4, 8] .
To the best of our knowledge, no work has discussed purely the statistical approaches of query expansion. In this paper, we primarily focus on classification of recent SQE approaches and their analysis (see Sect. 3).
Semantic query expansion approaches
The methods in this category use semantic knowledge structures to extract meaningful word relationships, based on the original search query. These inferred relationships provide candidate terms with which to expand the query semantically. The knowledge structure, also known as thesaurus, lexicon or ontology, consists of a set of concepts and a set of relationships among the concepts [9] . According to Zarrouk et al. [10] , types of relationships between concepts can be either synonym, antonym, part-of, hyponym or located-at. A typical knowledge structure can be created manually (e.g., WordNet [11] ) or automatically (e.g., similarity thesaurus [12] ), and may be dependent on a specific domain, or be independent. Salton [13] argues that the use of an automatically constructed thesaurus in expanding the search query can significantly improve the retrieval performance.
Semantic approaches infer implicit relationships from knowledge structures and thus can be more effective, in disambiguation of the query terms, compared to SQE [14] . In literature, many researchers have worked on solving the hard problem of word sense ambiguity by applying semantic methods of QE [15] [16] [17] [18] . For example, GeTFIRST is an ontology-based framework that disambiguates query terms to a higher level of accuracy using Graph Embedded Tree ontology [19] . This work is based on a path ranking algorithm, and performed better on patent datasets than the conventional models.
Although semantic approaches have reported improved results in information retrieval, they have some limitations. First, it is difficult to build a knowledge structure with precise concepts and relationships, as this requires an expert or a sophisticated knowledge system [3] . Another limitation is related to the phenomena of topic drift (see Sect. 2.2.1), which may occur due to addition of some irrelevant concepts to the knowledge base during expansion of the query. In particular, this has been observed that adding to the query with concepts from ontology may results in the retrieval of irrelevant documents [20, 21] . Mahler [22] has first introduced the query drift issue as an outweighting problem. When additional terms are more related to individual query terms than to the whole query, resulting in irrelevant retrieval of results, then the resulting phenomenon is called outweighting. The paper suggests that ontology-based query expansion approaches are more prone to this problem than statistical approaches.
Hybrid query expansion approaches
A hybrid query expansion approach combines two or more QE procedures in order to obtain an advantage greater than that from applying a single approach. The result can be the provision of, better expansion terms and improved retrieval performance [4] . The basic idea behind a hybrid procedure is to combine two or more approaches of the same type, either statistical or semantic, or a combination of statistical and semantic approaches, to exploit positive characteristics of each method in order to obtain better results.
In recent years, many researchers have combined different QE methods, to overcome the weaknesses of individual QE methods, and thus obtain better performance. A hybrid query expansion (HQE) approach is given in [23] , combining ontology and neural network filtering methods. Ontology filtering involves extracting the semantic relationship to find similar queries, while the Radial Basis Function (RBF) from artificial neural networks performs a filter of relevant terms from the documents, based on the output of ontological filtering. As a result, HQE retrieves more precise results, and in particular works well for short queries. A Global Analysis and Ontology (GAO) procedure combines statistical and semantic approaches for QE [24] . The Global analysis method is used to develop a term × concept association matrix for two different datasets, and semantics reasoning is obtained using two ontologies: WordNet and Computer Science ontology. Experiments are conducted on two corpuses and results are calculated in terms of a precision ratio. The GAO method effectively improves performance, compared to individual approaches. Another interesting method, namely intensional approach is described in [25] . The ontology-based query expansion is first applied to retrieve the synset list for each query term; then for each term of the synset, a statistical procedure called an extensional approach is used to obtain a list of additional terms from the document collection. Finally, the original query is expanded by selecting words from the two lists. Experimental evaluation of this hybrid approach shows positive results in the medical domain. 
Classification of SQE approaches
According to the type of corpus used to find appropriate expansion terms, the various SQE approaches can be categorized as document analysis, search and log analysis, and web data analysis. Each category is then further divided into sub-categories based on the statistical method employed for query expansion. Figure 2 provides a detailed classification of SQE methods. In this section, we discuss key features of each SQE technique in the classification.
Document analysis SQE approaches
These approaches analyse textual document collections to develop matrix or association terms, which are then used to find candidate expansion terms based on the original search query. The methods belonging to this category are discussed in the following sections.
Global analysis
Earlier statistical approaches consider a whole document repository for query expansion, called global analysis. In these methods, terms of a correlation matrix are computed from the document repository, representing the 'neighbourhood', or co-occurrences of pairs of terms. The correlation matrix can be an association matrix in which correlations are based on the frequency of terms or the proximity of pairs of terms in the documents [26] . The precalculated matrix is then used to extract expansion terms which are similar (more frequent and closer terms) to the search query terms. According to Zohar et al. [27] , global analysis is a robust approach, but the negative aspect of this approach is the problem of how to determine a suitable window size for calculating term correlations.
Two association matrices, a noun-phrases × terms matrix and a word-phrase × terms matrix, are constructed in [28] from a textual collection, using a programme called PhraseFinder. Window sizes of either 5 to 10, or simply more than 10 sentences, are considered to be good choices for calculating better phrase-association relations. This association data is then used by an information retrieval system named INQUERY, which produces a list of phrases as output. The system further calculates a matching weight for each phrase and ranks them according to the assigned weights. To expand the original query, the top 50 phrases from the output list are added to the query. The system shows significant improvement with noun-based association compared to word-based association. A similar approach is developed by Park and Ramamohanarao [29] , who constructed topic × term probabilistic relations. The whole process is called latent semantic analysis (LSA): statistical discovery of topics in a document collection, and their relationship with query terms. Results of the LSA technique show an increase in precision ratio as compared to traditional global analysis approaches. Other methods based on global analyses of document collections (see [12, 30] ) have also shown improved results.
Local analysis
These approaches are based on the assumption that documents retrieved from the seed query can be more useful in finding relevant terms, instead of considering a large document collection. In the local analysis approach, firstly, an IR system retrieves results on the basis of a searcher's seed query. From the initial result list (called 'local documents'), more relevant result items are analysed, selected and used for query expansion. The selection of local documents may depend on user feedback or on the particular system being used, so that we have two variations of the local analysis approach called (1) relevance feedback: local documents are selected by the user, and (2) pseudo-relevance feedback: local documents are selected by a programme. It has been suggested that local analysis approaches can be more effective in improving performance of IR systems [31] . Some drawbacks of local analysis are: lower efficiency than global analysis since relevant document selection occurs during run time, and the topic drift issue becomes more serious if poor results (irrelevant documents) are retrieved using the initial query [32] .
Rocchio [33] suggested an approach that incorporates user inputs in a vector space IR system. Initially, results of the seed query are marked by the user as relevant or irrelevant. A relevant document set is used to extract the terms to be added to the original query, while terms extracted from an irrelevant document set are removed from the original query. This Rocchio approach shows an improvement in retrieval performance. Instead of involving the user in selecting relevant documents, Buckley et al. [34] considered the top N ranked results (e.g. the N 100 first retrieved documents) as a source for finding relevant expansion terms (called pseudo-relevance feedback). The Rocchio and pseudo-relevance feedback approaches are used by many researchers as a base for development of recent QE systems [35, 36] .
Local context analysis
To minimize the weaknesses of the global analysis and local analysis approaches, a novel approach called local context analysis (LCA) is developed, combining good features of both approaches. The LCA approach constructs association data (a global analysis feature) from the top N documents retrieved using the initial query (a local analysis feature). This association data are then used to obtain ranked concepts to expand the search query.
Xu and Craft [32] were the first to introduce the LCA approach, whereby the INQUERY IR system is used to retrieve the initial ranked results based on the original query. The top N documents are then selected from the initial ranked list and further passages (300 words) are determined from the selected documents based on the original query terms. Finally, a co-occurrence matrix is calculated from passages rather than from the whole document, in order to save time. Concepts with higher frequencies of co-occurrence with query terms are extracted from the co-occurrence matrix to reformulate the search query. Experimental results indicate that LCA outperforms both global analysis and local analysis methods. A recent study [37] has devised a stricter procedure to LCA, which assumes that concepts closer to query terms must be given higher weight than more remote ones. First, scores (weights) are calculated for target sentences (i.e. those that contain concepts) to exclude the sentences that do not contain query terms. Second, each concept weight is estimated by combining a sentence score and a Part Of Speech (POS) score. The procedure outperforms other methods in terms of relevant retrieved documents. Miao et al. [38] have analysed a similar approach for web image retrieval using feature distribution probabilistic model and LCA expansion technique. This LCA approach yields results which show an effective improvement in average precision over the baseline text-based model.
Clustering based
Discovery of useful information from a large pool of data is a difficult type of human activity. Text clustering has emerged as a key technique to minimize the difficulties involved, in the field of information retrieval. Clustering-based techniques involve classification of unstructured data into data sets based on similar features called clusters. Willett [39] work classifies clustering techniques as document based and term based. The former technique groups documents on the basis of common terms between them, while later one classifies terms on basis of documents that contain them. Recently, many researchers have utilized clustering techniques such as the Expectation Maximization algorithm [40] , a Markov model [41] or Euclidean distance methods [42] , in seeking query expansion methods which enhance an original query with more useful and relevant terms, and have produced good results. However, Gelfer and Kurland [43] suggest that a cluster may contain documents dissimilar to the searcher query, resulting in poor search performance. Other challenges to clustering-based query expansion methods include: determining the relevance of terms to one or more clusters, ranking documents in a cluster based on the searcher query, or the possibility that poor clusters can form, due to limited document collection [4, 39] .
The work in [43] advocated the DocClust query expansion technique, which is a combination of two approaches; the DocQE method which expands the seed query based on a pseudo-relevance feedback technique, using initially retrieved documents, and the ClustQE method, which creates clusters offline and uses them to expand the original searcher query. Experimental settings for DocClust query expansion (combining offline-created clusters with documents) show more effective results than for the individual approaches. Liu et al. [44] have created clusters from the results of an initial query in order to generate the expanded queries. Two new algorithms, ISKR and PEBC, are used to demonstrate the efficiency of cluster-based expansion. Evaluation of results shows that ISKR performs well in terms of quality, while the PEBC algorithm is more efficient than ISKR. Thus, the approach shows significant improvement in terms of efficiency and quality. Searching accurate medical related knowledge over the web is a great challenge due to the huge amount of medical literature. A cluster-based technique, namely CBEEM, is given in [45] to address the problem of medical information searches. The technique used three external medical resources and assumed that each resource corresponds to a precise cluster over other collections. The research also used Wikipedia as an external resource, but found significant improvement to performance through the use of resources other than Wikipedia.
Search and browse log analysis
These QE approaches analyse the contents of entities such as a search log, user search behaviour, or user personal data to extract the expansion terms for query reformulation. These approaches may be more effective than the document analysis QE paradigm as they typically focus on user feedback, something which can be mined explicitly or implicitly from an offline history of query-documents, a database of user preferences, or the online search behaviour of the user. Based on the contents used to mine user relevance, the approaches listed under this paradigm can be grouped into three classes, which we now discuss in the following sub-sections.
Search log analysis
A search log can be defined as a repository of search query entries on the search engine server machine. Each entry in the log actually consists of a searcher typed query and a list of documents clicked by the searcher against that query. These logs are maintained by search engines and can be an important source of information for analysing a searcher's behaviour or preferences during the search of a particular data set. The basic idea behind this QE model is to find entries from a search log which are related to a given search query. Once relevant entries are retrieved, expansion features can be extracted from the query part of the entries: this procedure is called past query log-based QE. Besides using only the query part, another approach, namely click through data-based approach, focuses on clicked documents which are associated with each query, in order to find the expansion terms. One advantage of a search log analysis model is that the search log implicitly represents user feedback. In contrast, some limitations of this model [46, 47] arise through various circumstances: a novel query for which relevant entries are not available in a search log, entries not representing accurately the query-documents relationships, the availability of a log having large volume, queries with noisy terms, or/and incomplete queries.
Zhu and Gruenwald [48] have suggested that significant improvement in QE results can be achieved, even with small amounts of log data, compared to other QE techniques. In their QE model, they have first expanded documents with query log terms using a mining algorithm, which is based on the Apriori algorithm. In the second phase, the searcher query is expanded with terms using the expanded documents set. The model even performs well in situations when a small amount of log data is available. A search engine log is also used as an external source to support query expansion by Sun et al. [49] . A bipartite graph is created from the search log where each node represents either a query or a web page, and each user click is represented by a weighted edge. The weight of each edge is calculated from the frequency of user clicks for the particular web page. When a searcher proposes a query, most nodes of similar queries are computed using a random walk probability method, to expand the initial query. Overall, the method provides good efficiency in terms of query time and showed a 10% improvement in results over baseline. In [50] , a query recommended method was used to retrieve the user relevant queries (named as query's context) from search log. In the second step, LSA was used to automatically extract expansion terms from the best recommended queries. This query context-aware approach shows an improvement in the average precision ratio, but results for long user queries are much better than the short queries.
Personalized search analysis
Personalized technologies aim to lessen the problem of retrieval of information from massive, heterogeneous and potentially huge amount of data, and gained attention in early 90's. Many commercial systems including Google, Yahoo and Amazon are nowadays focussing on personalization to retrieve effective results [51] . Personalization refers to searcher specific data that may be explicitly given by the searcher or implicitly recognized by the system during searcher interactions with the browser. Recent trends in query expansion are moving towards the use of personalized information, since classical QE approaches may expand an individual query with the same terms for different users, who may have different needs. Personalized search-based QE approaches leverage personalized properties such as the searcher's location, interests, sexuality, profession in order to expand the query. They are typically based on searcher profiles or contextual data to select expansion terms according to user preferences. Thus, the effectiveness of these QE techniques depends strongly on the accuracy, quality and reliability of a searcher's contextual data. In the following sections, we discuss alternative strategies to create personalized QE.
a. Explicit user profile based
In these QE models, users first create their profile either by filling out an input form, or uploading a document. The profile contains demographic information such as age, sex, hobbies, job or topics of interests. One obvious drawback of these models is that they burden the user by the demand to spend time in specifying this information. Other problems may involve the user's degree of willingness to specify particular information, privacy issues or the need to update the profile overtime, in order to accurately represent changes to a user's interests [52] . Ahmadian et al. [53] have analysed a new personalized query expansion model, which requires users to login and create their profiles by giving information about their roles in professional or personal life, location and interests. The profile, together with an additional purchase history log (automatically maintained by the system), constitutes the context for a user. The model assigns similarity weight to each concept within the searcher's context and the search query and expands the query with highly weighted concepts. Experimental results on the ClueWeb09 dataset show a 12% improvement in the precision ratio.
b. Implicit user profile based
To overcome the problems of explicit profile-based QE, most personalized QE systems rely on a browser or proxy server log to implicitly create a profile on the user's behalf. A browser log contains the user past information queries, corresponding browsing information, or a record of clicked documents for each query, along with date and time information. An automatic user profile can be created by extracting user preferences from a log of past browsing. The basic idea is to extract queries from a browser log similar to seed query terms using an algorithm such as query histogram, clustering or click through bipartite graph (see [54] ). The concepts from selected similar queries or clicked documents can be used to expand the initial search query. One advantage of implicit profile-based QE systems is that they do not place a burden upon users to create profiles explicitly. However, privacy issues resulting from sharing of browsing activity turned up as a negative aspect of these QE systems.
A similar framework is presented in [55] , working on a client's machine, and automatically creating or updating a user profile dynamically, by extracting the user's interests from browsing history. The framework finds correlations between the user's initial query and profile terms and then extracts terms more representative of personalized interest. The extracted terms, combined with query terms, are then submitted to famous search engines to retrieve results. The model shows improvement in performance when used on two different search engines.
c. Context-aware analysis
The context-aware analysis model is a more sophisticated form of the implicit user profilebased model, which in addition to demographic information, also considers temporal and spatial data such as weekly or monthly queries, periodic or non-periodic queries, and a geographic location or topology, in order to construct a user context that better represents user preferences. A proper and well organized user context leverages the QE process in identifying expansion terms more related to the user's interests, instead of just considering demographic information from the user profile. Note that the process of user context creation requires large volume of query log data, which may not be available. Also, query sparseness may aggravate problems in context creation [56] .
Boughareb and Farah [57] emphasize that recent browser activity and periodic queries appearing in related query sessions are important sources of information for obtaining expansion terms to resolve the problem of short and ambiguous queries. They extracted contextual information from recently browsed documents, since these documents better expressed user interests. The contextual information along with the initial query is used to cluster together similar query sessions, which are used further to add more terms in contextual information. The terms within the contextual information having highest co-occurrence frequency with the initial query are used to create a set of expansion terms. The approach shows an improvement in information retrieval, by focussing on the latest preferences of the user.
d. Search behaviour based
The above three strategies of personalized QE focus on browsing history, to search what queries the user has given in past, plus the clicked pages related to the query. This history helps to compute a user profile or user context, based on user preferences or interests. In contrast, search behaviour-based QE model studies user behaviour such as results of clicking, page dwell time, replacement of query terms, plus printing, bookmarking, etc., during a search. Cookies, sessions or logins are important sources to collect searching behaviour information, and this kind of information helps in predicting a user's satisfaction level for queries and clicked documents. A user profile is built by extracting terms from the more satisfied queries or clicked documents, which then are further used to select or re-rank the expansion terms for a query, thus providing personalized QE. The drawbacks of search behaviour-based QE are related to the collection of searching behaviour information, as the user may be biased towards the top retrieved results, in considering them more appropriate even though later results might have more relevance [58] , or perhaps noisy data may be collected, due to some irrational behaviour of the searcher [59] .
In [60] , user behaviour information has been incorporated into a QE model. The study first examines the search behaviour of subjects; then two sets of experiments are conducted using the collected search behaviour information. In the first set of experiments, behavioural information is used to select appropriate expansion terms, while in the other set of experiments, an ordering of the expansion terms is calculated based on the behavioural information. Overall results of experiments show that use of behavioural information has a positive effect on retrieval performance.
Web knowledge analysis
A recent trend in the research of QE is based on an analysis of web knowledge, to extract expansion features for a user query. Web knowledge is highly generic, and readily available in large volumes, and therefore, intuitively, it can be used to identify hidden patterns and is flexible enough to adapt to different domains. Most common web knowledge resources for this SQE paradigm typically include hyperlinks in a HTML page, plus online knowledge base and social data.
There are three main QE approaches based on web knowledge resources. The first such QE approach is quite simple and impels the use of hyperlinks text (anchor tags). Hyperlink text is built to represent a title description for a target web page, and Gao et al. [61] have demonstrated that many of them reasonably reflect the contents of the destination page. Therefore, hyperlinks text can be used effectively to find the user's relevant data. Many studies have also noted that user query terms often have a resemblance to terms used in hyperlinks [62, 63] . Such resemblance facilitates finding additional relevant terms to expand the search query. The main objective of a hyperlink-based QE approach is to extract hyperlinks which are similar to the search query, and then to use hyperlinks text or hyperlinks associated target documents content to identify suitable expansion features. This approach is simple, but [4] argued that discovering hyperlinks similar to a search query is a difficult task, since hyperlink text is usually limited to just a few terms.
An anchor log was built in [64] by extracting anchor texts from a TREC collection, which was then used for expansion of short and long queries. This research has conducted experiments to investigate the effectiveness of query expansion using an anchor log and a search query log. Evaluation results of experiments based on an anchor log have shown as much improvement as has been achieved using a search query log.
Another approach for providing expansion features to a search query is based on online knowledge bases such as Wikipedia, Freebase or Wikidata. Wikipedia is a supreme and user collaborative encyclopaedia which is freely available on the web. Other important features of Wikipedia include well structured and rapidly growing content, wide variety of knowledge and highly reliable content. Therefore, many researchers have used Wikipedia as an ideal knowledge base in expanding a search query [31, 65] .
A query graph-based QE approach using Wikipedia is analysed by Guisado-Gámez and Prat-Pérez [66] . A query graph is derived by analysing the trends that appeared in articles and categories of Wikipedia, for a given query. The approach then examines the graphs and identifies cycles of articles and categories within the query graph. From these cycles, article titles are used to compute the expansion terms. Results show that dense cycles, in which categories are less than 30%, are more effective in computing new expansion terms.
A simple method of QE using Freebase (which contains information representing entities and relationships among them) is presented in [67] . The structured information in Freebase provides better understanding of different entities and can be exploited for effective information retrieval. The method identifies expansion entities associated with a search query from Freebase, and shows improvement in retrieval performance.
The third Web knowledge-based QE approach is based on analysis of social data on the Web. Social networking sites such as Facebook, Google+, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and various forums are widely used networks to share information among various users. In addition, Web 2.0 allow users to collaborate in authorizing and annotating web data through blogging, tagging, rating, bookmarking or commenting services [68] . Such user created metadata, namely, social data, effectively represents the preferences of a particular user or group of similar users. Thus, social data provides valuable user information that can be used to search and extract good candidate terms for QE. However, one limitation of QE based on social data is that polysemy terms (terms with different possible meanings) in a search query may be misinterpreted by the QE mechanism. Such wrong interpretation then results in extraction of poor expansion terms that do not reflect user intentions [69] .
Zhou et al. [70] have provided an Iterative Personalized Query Expansion Algorithm for a Web search (iPAW), which develops a user profile using the del.icio.us social tagging system, in which users create social data by tagging (or labelling) interested web pages. Social data, along with the contents of the top N pages retrieved by an initial search query, are used to create two entities: (1) a co-occurrence matrix that represents statistical relationships among terms derived from tags and web pages, and (2) a tag-topic graph, where weighted edges are computed from the co-occurrence matrix, in order to connect the terms. The iPAW algorithm iteratively updates user profile terms and calculates their weights using the co-occurrence matrix and the tag-topic graph. Highly weighted terms are selected to expand the search query, and experimental results show that this method outperforms other classical QE techniques.
Analysis and evaluation of SQE approaches
Nowadays many researchers are focusing on QE approaches to improve the performance of information retrieval. Of the two broad categories of QE, namely manual and automatic, the latter category receives more attention from researchers, as this requires no or minimal user involvement in the overall expansion process, does not place any burden on users to give precise information needs, and also saves time. In this section, firstly, we compare SQE approaches with other categories of QE. Then we discuss the pros and cons of the main classification of SQE. Finally, we evaluate and compare various SQE approaches with each other, using a number of specific criteria. Table 1 reports the strengths and limitations of SQE compared with other dimensions of QE. Due to its strong probabilistic base, SQE has the potential to retrieve more precise information, according to searcher information needs. Note that since statistical approaches are corpus driven, they are not very effective in disambiguating query terms. Semantic approaches are better able to fix the issue of query disambiguation, but suffer from the critical problems of topic drift, and outweighting, as discussed in Sect. 2.2. To circumvent these problems, combination of two or more QE approaches may lead to effective performance, but at the cost of increasingly complex computations.
Analysis of SQE approaches
In Table 2 we have listed some distinctive pros and cons for the major categories of SQE. Of the document analysis SQE approaches, local analysis and LCA approaches are search query driven and achieve more precise results, while a global analysis approach focuses on documents corpus rather than the search query, and provides a high recall measure. However, global analyses seem to be more efficient than the other two approaches in performing computations at run time and are dependent on the quality of initial results retrieved using the search query. Clustering is a different type of document analysis approach in which precision is achieved by classifying similar featured documents, but poor classification may degrade the retrieval performance.
Another appealing version of SQE approaches is that based on analysis of log files. The two main methods in this version are: (1) Search engine log based and (2) Browse history based. Both methods suffer from the problems of availability of large volumes of log data, privacy of data, and incomplete or noisy log entries. Browsing history-based methods depend on the user profile and can be very useful in personalized information searches. Context-aware analysis and search behaviour-based approaches within this category are found to be more effective in satisfying user information needs. Rather than relying on corpus or history logs, a recent trend in SQE is to exploit web knowledge in query expansion. Web data such as hyperlinks, online knowledge bases and social data provide a means of expanding a user query with relevant terms. Use of Hyperlinks text is one of the simplest web knowledge-based SQE approaches. Another approach is based on use of an online knowledge base, representing high-quality collaborative data. In particular, this knowledge is useful in disambiguation of search query terms, while maintenance of the knowledge base data remains a complicated task. Furthermore, the topic drift problem may arise in using expansion features derived from a knowledge base.
The third main approach in this category is based on the use of social data, which is advantageous in predicting user preferences, and such data can be easily obtained from many web resources. A shortcoming of this approach is when a user uses polysemy terms in the initial query, since this may result in the generation of poor expansion features.
To summarize the SQE approaches in Table 2 , presenting the pros and cons of each method, the selection of the best approach depends on an assessment of the following facets:
• Precision or Recall requirements • Computational efficiency requirements • Availability and accuracy of data • Nature of data: Static or dynamic? • Type of queries: short or long?
• Type of information being searched from the collection
Evaluation of SQE approaches
In this section, we evaluate some prominent SQE approaches using five functional features: SQE type, user involvement, knowledge base, experimental dataset and the main performance metrics. In Table 3 we have reported on different SQE approaches published in the relevant literature, according to these five functional features. SQE Type A brief illustration of different types of statistical approaches for QE is given in Sect. 3. Each distinct SQE approach aims at providing effective retrieval performance; thus we report upon and analyse one approach, for each type of SQE.
User Involvement In interactive QE, the user participates in the overall expansion process, either by creating a profile through choosing relevant documents from the corpus, or by selecting or ranking terms from the expansion set. This feature integrates user involvement into the QE method, and a notable feature is that only relevance feedback, and explicit user profile-based SQE approaches, support user participation.
Knowledge Base This feature identifies the knowledge source that is used for extracting the expansion set. The choice of appropriate knowledge sources such as whole corpus, top N retrieved documents of the first search result, query log, user profile or web knowledge, depends on the type of SQE.
Experimental Dataset This feature investigates the datasets facilitating the experimental setting of the QE approach. Most of the SQE approaches discussed have used TREC collection as the test bed for evaluation of retrieval performance, while others have performed experiments using search engine results or social tagging data.
Performance measures Various measures have been adopted by researchers for performance evaluation of different SQE approaches. This feature lists the main metrics used for measuring the effectiveness of retrieval performance. Precision and Recall are the most commonly used metrics for measuring retrieval effectiveness, while Average Precision, Mean Average Precision, F measure, Mean Reciprocal Rank, statMAP and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain represent other variants of Precision and Recall metrics.
After a detailed demonstration of SQE approaches along five features, we can summarize that most of researchers have adopted TREC test collection and mean average precision for un-interpolated average precision measuring the performance effectiveness. Various TREC collections are developed over the time, where each collection consists of documents set, queries set and a score set which tells how many documents are relevant to each query. In practice, the mean average precision score has become a common measure to test the performance of SQE method. It can be computed by adding the average precision of each query divided by total number of queries. We have only considered TREC collection and mean average precision dimensions to cross-compare the most dominant SQE approaches. Table 4 summarizes the published results of different SQE approaches, where each SQE approach belongs to one of the SQE type as described in Sect. 3. The best results are listed for queries expanded with SQE or without SQE (named as baseline). Looking at the results, it is evident that results with SQE are better than the baseline relevance score. We highlighted the figures where there is a significant improvement over baseline results. It is noticeable that best results are achieved by three types of SQE, namely relevance feedback, clustering based and social data based.
The results listed in Table 4 represent the overall performance of SQE methods, regardless of considering the characteristics of different TREC collections (for instance, size, noise, query difficulty, etc.) or methods employed by IR system (such as indexing, similarity computation and ranking methods). The SQE approach will obviously yield poor mean average precision score when combined with noisy and difficulty TREC collection, or when underlying IR system is ineffective. Thus, these characteristics need to be considered with caution in order to have a strict cross-evaluation of SQE approaches. However, such strict evaluation is difficult as details about experimental setting and performance computation is somewhat elusive in relevant literature.
Future directions of SQE
All efforts towards SQE as summarized in the classification in Fig. 2 aim at maximizing the retrieval efficiency. This section focuses and investigates the two emerging areas of statistical expansion: social SQE and Combined SQE.
Social SQE
Social SQE aims to generate effective expansion features based on the characteristics of personal user content. It is obvious that expansion may not perform well for all queries (easy versus difficult queries). One simple way to deal with difficult queries that do not yield better results is to disable the SQE. However, it is difficult to predict that which queries are appropriate for SQE or what properties of query make it unsuitable for SQE [4] .
Instead of disabling SQE, a more convenient approach is to make use of user personal vocabulary (namely, social data) in SQE. Recently, the literature has witnessed the improvement in retrieval performance by SQE using social data [71, 72] . For instance, Ruthven et al. [60] devised an interesting social SQE approach. The approach makes use of threedimensional co-occurrence matrix (instead of traditional two-dimensional matrix), where the additional dimension is computed from folksonomy (user generated content). A similar idea of exploiting user content in SQE is described in [73] . The query is expanded based on personal user mailbox dataset, and the results showed significant improvement in retrieval performance. Table 4 Cross-comparison of SQE approaches based on TREC collection and mean average precision *The italic values shows mean average precision (MAP) that is significantly improved from the baseline at the 0.05 level for a particular SQE approach (row) ¶ marks the significant improvement (%-age > 7.0) over baseline result
Combined SQE
Combining SQE methods is currently considered as extremely promising approach to improve the performance of retrieval task. The combined strategy fairly works as this unites the distinct SQE approaches refinements, which as a result achieves better performance over the single SQE. Many combined SQE approaches have been proposed in recent literature [74, 75] . In Abdulla et al. [76] , the focus is on achieving best retrieval results by calculating a linear combination of two SQE results at a time. Four different QE methods were implemented and combined in pairs (two methods results are combined) as an improvement of SQE. Another approach, already mentioned, combines two approaches: pseudo-relevance and clustering technique, in order to generate the best terms for expanding user queries [43] .
Conclusions
Query expansion emerges as an important approach to describe the information needs of searchers and to enhance the efficiency of IR systems. The aims of SQE are to assess statistical relationships from the knowledge base (e.g., corpus, log, social data) to precisely understand the information being searched. The present article gives an in-depth investigation of a range of SQE approaches, from classical to modern which improve retrieval effectiveness to a remarkable extent, in terms of recall and precision evaluation measures. Document analysis SQE approaches provide good expansion terms, but depend on the quality of the document corpus. Among document analysis methods, the LCA approach seems to achieve better results, since it combines the good features (e.g. use of query-dependent, co-occurrence data) held by other approaches within this category.
A recent trend in the use of search engines has led to the development of advanced SQE approaches, taking into account the query logs, in order to expand queries. Search logs implicitly provide user feedback, and thus can be used to achieve more precise results. Another alternative and interesting approach is based on the use of a user profile to formulate a personalized search. Browsing logs and contextual information (from temporal and spatial data) are found to be most appropriate resources for building a user profile automatically. This latter SQE approach can be very useful in achieving results with high user satisfaction. Most current SQE effort is focussing on the use of Web knowledge to improve the retrieval effectiveness, and seems to be more beneficial because of the availability of large volume of collaborative data, and widespread appeal of social platforms. Social extensions of SQE can be effective in predicting user information needs, thus providing optimized expansion terms.
Taken altogether, SQE approaches are robust and effective, and have achieved remarkable retrieval improvements on experimental benchmarks. We think that the present article will help you to understand some of the more important SQE strategies, and the selection of best strategy considering the search query, corpus and computational efficiency requirements. Further, in the future, hybrid combinations of these strategies will need to be explored, in seeking to optimize average retrieval performance. 
